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Conditional If statement that checks if a
variable is inside an array I want to check the
location of a variable, namely $geometry. If

this variable is not inside an array, do
something (For example, I need to check if

$geometry is string or integer). If $geometry is
inside an array, then do something else. The

problem is that my code seems to run only if I
remove the condition. Here is my code:
if($geometry =='string' || $geometry

=='string' || $geometry =='string'){ //do
something }else{ //do something else } A: See

PHP’s documentation on equality operators:
Equality Comparison Operators These

operators are used to test for equality and
inequality. The following comparison operators

are available: == === != !== >= They all
return a Boolean result. They perform deep

comparison by using a very natural and
intuitive order, which is left-to-right, top-to-

bottom. So, use this: if($geometry =='string' ||
($geometry =='string' || $geometry

=='string')){ //do something }else{ //do
something else } Q: Squeel and PostgreSQL
I'm trying to determine if Squeel supports
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working with PostgreSQL. I tried this: irb> Acti
veRecord::Base.connection.supports_migratio
ns? => false irb> Squeel.new(Animal).find(1)

Class (undefined method `mapping' for
nil:NilClass) irb> ActiveRecord::Base.connectio

n.supports_migrations? => true Any help
would be much appreciated. A: Squeel

extends Ruby on Rails, since it's written for
Ruby on Rails itself. Therefore, it should work

with
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